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Remarks on Barbier de Meynard’s edition of Llbn Khordddbeh and on 

the Land-tax of the empire of the Khalyfs—By Dr. A. SPRENGER. 

[Received 23rd February, 1866. | 

Le livre des routes et des provinces d’ Ibn Khordddbeh, texte arabe 

publié, traduit, et annoté par C. Barbier de Meynard. Paris, 1865. 

Monsieur Barbier de Meynard is known to us as the author of the 

Dictionnaire Géographique de la Perse, and as the editor and translator 

of the Travels of Ibn Batuta and of the Golden Meadows (or more 

correctly, as Gildemeister explains this book title, “the gold washings) 

of Mastdy. ‘To these important publications he has lately added that 

of Ibn Khordadbeh, and at present he is engaged with Moqaddasy. 

As soon as he has completed this work, we may say that he has done 

more for oriental geography, than all Arabists past and liying together. 

Barbier de Meynard has visited the Hast, and he is an ’Alamdyda and 

a man of vast erudition, His way of working differs essentially from 

that of his confréres of the old rotten school. He gives us good texts 

and close yet elegant translations, and does not waste his time in 

puerile notes, replete with philological subtleties and nonsensical ex- 

planations, in which men whose ideas do not extend beyond the 

narrow limits of the school, delight so much. 

The most ancient MS. of the geography of Ibn Khordadbeh is that 

of Oxford, which has hitherto been considered as unique. To the 

zeal of Monsieur Barbier de Meynard and to his knowledge of the 

East we owe the discovery of another copy, which was found at Con- 

stantinople. Notwithstanding this important discovery, it was an 

extremely difficult task to establish a good text of Ibn Khordadbeh, 

I do not maintain Barbier de Meynard has succeeded in every in- 

stance to fix the correct reading, but I assert, without fear of contra- 

diction, that no Orientalist could have done more for amending the 

. text than he, for no man has a better knowledge of Hastern geography, 

The editor suffered under one great disadvantage: he could not con- 

sult the MS. of Oxford, whilst the work went through the press, and 

the transcript which he made use of was not taken by himself. The 

Oxonians are as jealous of their literary treasures as an eastern prince 

of the hundreds of ladies in his harem, and as they have no particular 
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predelection for Eastern lore (they have in fact better things to do), 

they derive about as much advantage from them. I copied the 

Oxford MS. for my own use, and in some instances I prefer my own 

reading. Baron de Slane published in the “ Journal Asiatique” an 

account of Qodéma’s work on the Kharéj, a book which I shall fre- 

quently quote in this paper. I might probably have avoided many 

mistakes arising from the incorrectness of my extracts from Qodéma, 

if I had had the good fortune to consult the Baron’s remarks, but 

unfortunately I do not possess the Journal. 

Ibn Khordadbeh wrote about A. H. 250 (A. D. 864.) His geography 

is small, and fills only 127 pages octavo, but it is of immense importance, 

inasmuch as it consists almost exclusively of official documents, and 

contains the caravan and dawk stations of the whole empire of the 

Khalyfs, and the amount of revenue of every district. I have inserted 

his itineraries in my “ Post-und Reiserouten des Orients,” and some of 

them will be taken from that compilation and embodied, as Mr. Hyde 

Clark writes to me, in Murray’s Guide for the East. I therefore give 

here a short account of the revenue of the Khalyfs, extracted from 

Ibn Khordadbeh. 

I must premise a few remarks on the weights and measures of the 

Arabs, making use of the researches which I made on the weights in 

my Leben und Lehre des Mohammad, Vol. III. p. 141, and in an essay 

on the Wegmasse und Gradmessung der Aegypter, Griechen und 

Araber, which is not yet published. 

The standard of the Musulman weights is the Aureus of Constan- 

tine: 72 Aurei = 1 Roman pound = 5256 English grains Troy accord- 

ing to Gibbon, = 6165 grains de Paris according to Béckh. The 

Aureus, considered as the unit of weight, is called Mithqal, and may be 

taken = 4.6 Grammes or somewhat more. This weight of pure gold 

is according to the present value of the precious metals = 15.97 

Francs. The Musulman Dirham is in weight = 5% Mithqal, and if 

consisting of pure silver, its value is = 72 Centimes. 1 Baghdadian 

rofl pound (the one mentioned in law-books) = 1284 Dirhams = 

90 Mithqdéls = 11 Roman pounds = 409.536 Grammes = 1.1 pound 

Troy (nearly). 

AH other Musulman weiglits we must reduce, if possible, to the 

Mithgél (= Dynér = Auyeus); for there existed various systems : 

17 
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the grain and the weights, calculated by the number of grains which 

they contain, had, in some parts of the empire, and at one time, & 

greater or lesser value than in other parts and at other periods. 

There is a grain of which 72 make a Mithgal, there is a grain (8)4*4) 

of which 100 make a Mithqal, one of which 96 make a Mithqal, one 

of which 684 make a Mithgal, and one of which 60 make a Mithqal, 

but this grain is called Habba and not Shayra. The fact seems to 

be that the Persians, and after them the Mohommedans, found that 

the Roman Aure? are more equal in weight than any other coin, and 

for this reason they used it as standard, calculating the value of their 

own weight by Aurei. In some cases, slight alterations in the value 

of their own weights seem to have been made in order to adapt them 

better to this foreign standard. The apothecaries’ weight, as we learn 

from Avicenna, was Greek, but not without some alteration, 

According to the Dictionary of Techn. Terms, p. 176, there existed 

in the early ages of the Islam the same system as was in later times 

preserved at Samarqand. It may be expressed as follows : 

Mithqal. Daneq. Tassij. Habba. Grain (Shayra.) 

1 6 24 48 96 

1 4 8 16 

1 2 a3 

I 2 

I 

Another system or Ganja we find in the Qamis under Makkik, ié 

may be expressed as follows : 

Mithqal. Dirhem. Déneg. Qyrat. Lassi. Habba 

(grain.) 
1 Es 84 17 342 684 

1 6 12 24 48 

1 2 4 8 

1 2 4 

1 2 

1 

This system is in the Qamés continued beyond the Mithqdl, as 
follows ; 
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Makkuk. Kaylaja. Mana. Ro’l Ounce. Istar. Mithgal. 

(pound.) 

2 epee ee IN 135. 225-1019 
ly Bt 45 75 3374 
i 2 a4 46 180 

1 12 20 90 
i 12 73 

44 
1 

In this table three systems of weight are brought together : the 

Roman.monetary, the Greek apothecary, and the Persian heavy 

weights. I ought to observe that the grain of 8,424 in Herat was, 

even in later times, so small, that 100 such grains were required to 

make up a Mithqal. In some places 3 Habba made a Tassiij, 

I now insert an abstract of the calculations of ’Alyy Hasany, who 

wrote at Murshidabdd in A. H. 1164, transcribed from his autograph. 

1 grain of barley = 2 grains of riye = 4 grains of mustard. 

1 Masha = 8 Raty = 36 grains of barley = 72 grains of riye. 

1 Tola = 12 Mashas = 96 Raties = 9 Dirhams of the law-books 

= 6,3, Mithgals. 

A Paysa (copper coin) of ’Alamgyr has exactly the weight of one 

Tola, but the Paysa of Bengal, current in 1164, weighs 10} Raties. 

1 Sér of ’Alamgyr = 60 Tolas. 

1 Man of ’Alamgyr = 40 Sérs. 

1 Bengal Rupee = 10 Mashas and 2 Raties. 

1 Delhi Rupee = 10 Mashas. 

1 Ashrafy = § Mashas and 6 Raties. 

1 Qyrét = 35 of a Mithqal of the traditions = 37 grains of 

barley = 2 Raty and 3 grain. 

1 Daneq = + Dirhem = 8 grains = 1 Raty and 3} grains 

1 Dirhem = 6 Daneq = 48 grains = i, Mithq4l = 102 Raties. 

1 Mithg4l = 684 grains = 20 Qyrét = 13 Dirhams= 14 Raties 

and 13, grains. 

1 Rofl of Irég = 130 Dirhems = 91 Mithqils = 6240 grains = 

2 Rotl of Madyna = 13802 Raties. 

1 Rofl of Makka = 2 Traqy Rotls = 182 Mithgals = 260 Dir- 

hems = 12480 grains = 2773} Ratics. 
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1 Modd = 2923 Dirhems = 204? Mithqals = 14040 grains = 

2+ Traqy or Baghdadian Rofls = 14 Rofl of Madyna = 3120 Raties. 

According to some, one Modd = 257+ Dirhems. 
1 Ca =4 Modd = 1170 Dirhems = 819 Mithqéls = 56108 

grains = 12480 Raties. 

1 Korr = 1200 Irigy Rotls = 5334 Modd = 13833 Ga’ == 

156000 Dirhems = 109201 Mithqals = 7488000 grains = 207012 

Sérs. 

1 Wisq = 60 Ca’. 

The values of Arabic weights reduced to Indian weights in this 

table, is certainly wrong. It is incomprehensible, how a man in his 

senses could believe that one Paysa is as heavy as 63, Dynars or 9 

Dirhems. This error seems to arise from the supposition that an 

Indian grain is exactly equal to the largest Arabic grain, of which 684 

are sufficient to make a Mithqél, and 49371 one Roman pound. Some 

other data of this table are probably equally incorrect, yet it contains 

some information which may be useful. 

The value of cubic measures for grain is expressed by the Arabs in 

the weight of the quantity of barley which they contain. At this 

moment I have no book in which they are explained, and I must refer 

to dictionaries. Their explanations unfortunately do not square, 

because the Qa’ and the Mana have different values in different 

authors. According to Abii Hanyfa 1 Ca’ of Barley = 8 Rofls; ac- 

cording to Shafi’y = 54 Rofl; according to the Shy’ites = 9 Roéls; 

and according to Kolyug = 1170 Dirhams = 9, Rofls. On the 

Mand Meninsky says: apud Arabes Hispanos duas libras, apud Asiatas 

260 Drachmas appendebat. Mana egyptiaca, pondus sedecim uncia- 

rum ; mana greca, pondus 20 unciarum; mand alexandrina pondus 30 

unciarum. (Casiri Bib. ar-hisp.) 

The measures of importance for our present purpose are the Qafyz, 

the Korr and the Jaryb. 

1 Qafyz = 8 Makkuk (which is not the name of a weight, but of 

a cubic measure). Consequently 1 Qafyz = 8100 Mithgdls = 90 

Rotls. According to Golius, 1 Qafyz — 12 (a’s; or if we take the 

Ca’, with Abé Hanyfa, to 8 Rotls = 96 Rolls. 

We find in the Qamis also the following explanation of the 

Qafyz, Obl Cosh) ow Oe se g Sera le 99 9 Cmts Ody y Sy ah 
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“1 Makkik = 4 Wayba; and 1 Wayba = 22 or 24 Modds, that is 

to say Modds of the prophet.” And under Modd he says: “ Accord- 

ing to the people of "Iraq, the Modd is equal to two Rodéls, and accord- 

ing to the people of Hijaz to 14 Rofl; ” and lower down he states 

the value of the Modd of the prophet at one-fourth of a Ga’. Now if 

we take the Ga’, with Abt’ Hanyfa, at 8 Roéls, the Modd has as in 

‘Traq 2 Rofls, and if we take the Ga’, with Shafiy, at 54 Ro/ls, the Modd 

holds as in Hijaz 54: 4 = 14 Roéls; and I therefore suspect that in 

one place two Roéls, in another place 14 Roéls, were called Modd of 

the prophet. If we take the Modd at two Rotls, we have for the 

value of the Qafyz 24 x 2 = 24 Rolls.” It isimpossible to reconcile 

this statement with the preceding one. 

There are in the Qamits two other definitions of the Makktk, 

eight of which make one Qafyz. According to the one, a Makktk 

weighs from six to eight ounces, that is to say, halfa Rodl or % 

Roéls. It is impossible that this be the value of the Makktk in 

question. According to the other statement, 1 Makkuk = 1} Ga’ or 

12 Roils, if we give to the (a the value of 8 Roils. 

From a passage of Qodama, it appears that any small measure of 

corn was called Makkik-bushel, and that the Makkik was dit- 

ferent in different countries. In the definition of the value of the 

Qafyz, I think the large Makkuik is meant, and I therefore assume 1 

Qafyz = 96 Rodls or Arabian pounds. 

The Korr. At this moment I have no access to the Arabic text 

of the Qamus, but to judge from the Persian translation and from 

the extracts found in Golius and Freytag, it seems that the Qimts 

contradicts itself. Freytag, without stating the authority, says, 1 Korr 

== 12 Wasq (camel-loads) and every Wasq = 60 (0a. ‘The value 

of the Wasq or Camel load depends upon the value of the Ga’; it 

may therefore be 320 or 480 or 540 Ro/ls. A camel may carry 

rather more than two hundred weights on either side, and I therefore 

take 480 to be nearest to truth. A Korr would therefore be equal to 

5760 Roéls. 

According to the Persian translation of the Qamis, 1 Korr = 6 

ass-loads, and one ass-load = 60 Qafyz. Now a donkey carries 

about half as much as a camel or less, but according to the above 

statement, 6 ass-loads are = 12 camel-loads, Moreover 60 Qatyz 
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weigh 5760 Rodéls, a burden which no beast is able to carry. It is 

therefore clear that one Korr contains 60 Qafyz or 12 camel loads 

of 480 Rodls each. Another statement of the Qamus says, 1 Korr 

= 40 Irdabb. The Korr is an "Iraqian (Babylonian), and the Irdabb 

an Egyptian measure. One Irdabb = 24 Ga’ or 6 Wayba. Ii the 

Wayba is taken at 24 Modd, and the Modd at 14 Rodls, these two 

valuations agree ; for 24 K 8 = 24 6x 1k = 192 Rotls =1 

Irdabb. Consequently the weight of a Korr = 7680 Roils. We 

must bear in mind that this is a reduction of the largest Traqian 

measure of grain to Egyptian measure, and it is very likely that the 

value of the Irdabb is stated in Egyptian Roéls, the weight of which 

I do not know; we can therefore make no use of this definition of 

the Korr. Golius gives the value of the Korr, on the authority of the 

Destir alloghat, at 7100 Rotls. This approaches to the result which 

we have just found; the question is only, what kind of Roél is meant, 

and by what means did the author arrive at this result. 

The Jaryb is defined in the Qamis as follows: 1 Jaryb = 4 

Qafyz; 1 Qafyz = 8 Makkik; 1 Makkik = 8. Kaylaja; and 1 

Kaylaja = 12 Mana. We see that this statement is a continuation 

of the one given above in a tabular form; and it seems to be an 

abstract of a systematical comparison of ’Iraqian weights and mea- 

sures; and we therefore keep to it. Consequently 15 Jaryb = 1 

Korr. I now continue the above table taken from the Qamus. 

Korr, Jaryb. Qafyz. Makkik. 

1 15 60 480 

1 4 aad 

1 8 

1 

Consequently one Korr is equal in weight to 486080 Mithgdls or 

6750 Roman pounds. I ought to observe that Abi Yusuf mentions 

a Jaryb of 7 Qafyz, and that he as well as Ibn Sad say that a man 

may live on a Jaryb of grain one month. I should think that fifty 

or sixty Roman pounds would be sufficient for the support of a man ; 

and as the Jaryb of 7 Qafyz contains 7874 Roman pounds, I am 

at a loss, how to explain this statement. 

The linear measures of the Arabs are probably not essentially 

different from those of the Greeks, 1 Haschimite or Royal cubit = 
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2 Greek feet = 32 Arabic inches = 273.32 lignes de Paris. The 

Arabs have besides a cubit of 24 inches (the ow led), and one (the 

black cubit) of 27 inches; the proportion of the former to the Haschi- 

mite cubit is as 3: 4. 

Regarding the square measures I am in the dark. According to 

an extract from the Akhwaénaleafa, inserted by Dieterici in the Zeitsch. 

d. D.M.G., 1 Jaryb of 10 Qafyz = 8600 MHaschimite square 

cubits. I suspect that there must have existed a Jaryb of + of this 

value or = 6300 Haschimite square cubits = 22700 Q Pieds de 

Paris. This is, however, a question which ought to be further inves- 

tigated by those who have better sources. 

The history of the finances of the Hast, as handed down by the 

Arabs, begins with the Stis4nians, but the two accounts which we 

have of their revenue, are extremely difficult to be reconciled with each 

other. Ibn Khordadbeh, p. 42, says: EL wr Sty?! cer t= oS» 

AN weds y lave cal} Gii7 dart ahlo Gyo Fpbs wlet Kin (9 aiSlo 

wren] Smad g GU) Sle are aE wip 3 wey lado HI 
Jiao Lil} A) dilgiw aiSly0 Hla cals os CA) Ul! 

Qodama, in my incorrect extracts from the corrupted text, says: 

9 Slo yo Kyte led din (69 Kloet] Sal past jay cope wl lay 
99 salah yalee 9 alg—t sey Alec) new 9 3,55 be 582 od wll leit 

a cyte we Brew bo olf 9 Sad Cll wif soa wl Grol} lect 

GBr7l Ho? wt JB0 AN Eppes 9 HU) Si lgagen wor aryl (sot! 
phe capa] Kilda 

There is no doubt that both accounts refer to the same fact, yet 

there is only one figure “‘ 600 millions of Dirhams” in both identical. 

This figure appears to me to express the amount of revenue in Musul- 

man Dirhams. Ten Musulman Dirhams are in weight equal to 7 

Mithq4ls, consequently 600 millions Dirhams = 420 millions Mithqils 

or 5,833,3534 Roman pounds. The first figure of Ibn Khordadbeh is 

consequently to be read 420 millions instead of 24 millions. At the 

time of Qodéma15 Dirhams (silver) had the value of one Dynar or 

Mithqél (of gold); consequently gold was only 9 times more valuable 

than silver. It seems, however, that gold had at times a higher rate, 

and that a pound of gold was equal in value to 10 pounds of silver. 

420 Mithgals of silver were therefore equal to 42 Mithq4ls or Dynars 

of gold in value, I consequently propose to read in Qodama 42 mil- 
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lions instead of 720,000, Dynars. The only difficulty is caused by the 

figure of Ibn Khordadbeh, 795 millions Mithqéls (of silver). It is clear 

that the author wants to say, that after the eighteenth year of Perwyz 

the revenue increased, and as 795 is a higher sum than 600, I take that 

this is the highest figure to which the revenue rose during his reign. 

After these observations I change the figures, and translate the passage 

of Ibn Khordadbeh as follows: ‘The Kheraj of the whole kingdom 

which was gathered for the Chosroes Parwyz in the year 18 of his 

reign amounts to 420 millions Mithqéls (of silver, read 8) dil.) 51 

AJ} I} wy pdic 9 U!). This makes, reduced to the weight of Musul- 

man Dirhems, 600 millions of Dirhems. Subsequently the revenue of 

his kingdom rose to 795 Mithqals.”’ 

The passage of Qodama I translate: “It is asserted that Chosroes 

Parwyz counted in the year 18 of his reign the revenue (for 44> 

read &=4) of his kingdom. He possessed all the provinces which I 

have enumerated, the Sawdd and the other districts, with the excep- 

tion of the western part of the Musulman empire; for the frontier of 

his kingdom was Hyt, and the country west of it belonged to the 

Greeks. He found that the revenue amounted to 42 millions Mith- 

qals (of gold), this makes 600 millions of Musulman Dirhams (of 

silver ).”’ 

The Musulman Dirham was not known to the Persians, they count- 

ed the revenue, as it seems, in Dirhams which had exactly the weight 

of a Mithqal or of an aureus of Constantine of which 72 made a 

Roman pound, and for this reason, in the original account which was 

used both by Ibn Khordadbeh and Qoddma, the sum was stated in 

Mithqals. The money was weighed, and of course, if it contained alloy, 

deduction was made. We are therefore able to calculate the income 

with great accuracy, it is equal to 172,800,000 Rupees in value. If 

we reduce it to English money, we must bear in mind that the pro- 

portion of the value of gold to that of silver was not the same as in 

our days. In the Greek empire, it was fixed by law as 142 : 1, and 

gold was the standard. In the Persian empire, the proportion was 

probably as 10 : 1, and I am inclined to believe that in the document 

which Qodéma and Ibn Kordadbeh used, the amount of the revenue 

was stated both in gold and in silver. I have already observed that 

at Qodama’s time the proportion was 9$: 1, and I have shown (das 
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Leben des Moh., Vol. 3, p. 136) that in Mahommedan law, it is as 82 

> 1 and even as 7: 1. 

In Persia silver was the standard, in the Byzantian empire gold. 

The Musulmans made no change : in the provinces which had belong- 

ed to the kingdom of the Sasanians, silver remained the standard, and 

in Syria, Egypt and other provinces which they took from the Greeks, 

gold continued as the standard. In Makka and Madyna, silver became 

the standard as early as Omar I., but in southern Arabia the revenue 

was calculated by Dyndrs (Aurei.) The ereat difference of the value 

which gold had at Constantinople under Constantine, and which it 

had in the Sasanian and later in the Arabic empire, throws an unex- 

pected light upon the relative prosperity of the two countries. The 

fact requires no comment for those who know the elements of Political 

Heonomy. 

Ibn Khordadbeh begins his geography with a description of the 

Sawad—Babylonia. Immediately after the Musulmans had conquered 

that country, Omar I. sent Othman b. Honayf to survey it for the 

sake of assessment. It appears that he measured the cultivated land 

of every district, and also for the sake of control the whole country 

en bloc. He found that it is from Hadytha in the north to ’Abbadan 

in the south 125 farsangs long, and from Holwén in the east to 

’*Odzoyb in the west 85 farsangs wide. ‘The whole surface of culti- 

vated and waste land (ysls » ls) amounts therefore to 10625 a far- 

sangs or 136607143 Jaryb. Ibn Khordadbeh (MS. of Oxford) and 

Qodama calculate the surface in round figures at 136 millions of 

Jaryb. 

Under the Sasaénian king, Qobad b. Fyréz, the revenue of the Sawad 

amounted to 150 millions Mithqdls (of silver or Persian Dirhams) —= 

more than 2 millions Roman pounds of silver -= more than 214 

millions of Musulman Dirhams. After the Musulman conquest, 

-?Qmar I. derived a revenue of 120 millions Dirhams from it. This 

sum is named by Ibn Khordddbeh and Qoddma. Ibn Sad includes 

the revenue of Jebel and mentions a higher sum, but-as two figures 

are wanting in his text, we cannot make out what he means, his words 

are Uia5, pao (ST) Styl ly (2) 31g] CAI) yy pte g U2] Lat) KILo 

I shall speak on the assessment of Omar lower down. Here I wilk 

only observe that the 120 millions are made up by the land-tax and: 

18 
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capitation. The latter may have amounted to 7 millions: the male 

population of full age consisted of 500,000 souls, and the poorer classes 

had to pay 12, the middling classes 24, and the rich 48 Dirhams; 

supposing one in a thousand paid the highest, and one in a hundred 

the middling rate of capitation, this tax yielded 7,000,000 Dirhems 

and the land tax 113,000,000 Dirhems. 

We see that the total income which ’Omar I. derived from the land 

of the Sawad is little more than half of that which it yielded under 

Qobad. It is not unlikely that ’Omar assessed it somewhat lighter, 

but the main cause of the diminution of revenue was the decay of the 

country. Babylonia has some resemblance with Holland, and the 

Sunderbunds, being the Deltaof the Euphratesand Tigris; andit appears 

that great efforts have been made in former times to drain it and to 

protect it from inundation by dykes, and in measure as they were neg- 

lected, the land was converted into swamps. We find paludes in the 

map of Ptolemy, but they seem to have been of no great extent. 

The Tigris carries much silt, which is partly deposited in its bed, 

where it slackens its course, and consequently in the progress of time 

the bed became higher and threatened to inundate the country. To 

prevent this calamity, it was dammed in below Bacra, and the course 

was regulated : it was made straight, so that the water might carry off 

the deposit. During the reign of Qobad (probably after the time at 

which he derived so high a revenue from the Sawad) the dyke was 

broken through below Kaskar, and the neighbouring country was 

inundated, but the government took no notice. Anushyrwan had the 

dykes restored and much of the land was recovered. In the year 6 

of the Hijra (A. D. 628) both the Euphrates and the Tigris swoll 

amazingly, and destroyed many of the dykes. King Parwyz showed 

great energy, and it is asserted that in one day no less than 40 gaps 

were filled up; yet though he granted great sums from the public 

treasury for the repairs, he was unable to remedy the evil. <A few 

years later, the Arabs waged war against the Persians. The dykes 

were in consequence completely neglected, and the swamps gained in 

extent. The Musulmans, after they had conquered the country, seem 

not to have paid any attention to the matter, and the Dihqans—heads 

of districts—were unable to repair the dykes. Mo’awiya I. sent his 

client “Abd Allah b, Darraj to Babylonia as collector, and he seems 
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to have been the first Mahommedan who recovered some land. Much 

greater efforts were made by the Nabathean Hassan, who was collector 

under the reigns of Walyd and Hischém b. Abd al-Malik, and cut two 

eanals to carry off the water. In A. H. 75, Hajjaj was appointed 

governor of Babylonia. He represented to Walyd II., that the drain- 

age of the country would cost three millions of Dirhams. The Khalyf 

thought he could spend the money more pleasantly on eunuchs and 

singers, and refused to grant solarge a sum. Moslima b. ’Abd al- 

Malik, a relation of the Khalyf, propesed to him to drain part of the 

swamps, under the condition that he should draw the revenue of the 

recovered land. ‘The Khalyf accepted the offer, and Moslima cut the 

two canals called Saylaya, and raised dykes. He succeeded in recover- 

ing a great extent of land, and the peasantry flocked to him to culti- 

vate it. His family continued to derive the revenue from it up to the 

time of the overthrow of the Gmayide Dynasty. The ’Abbaside 

Khalyf granted it to one of his relations, Dawud b. ’Alyy b. “Abd 

Allah b. Abbas. His heirs remained for some time in possession of it, 

but eventually it was considered as one of the crown-lands ra lad} 

failel 

In A. H. 75 Hajjéj was appointed governor of Babyionia, and he 

ruled 20 years over that country. Ibn Khordadbeh says of the finan- 

cial condition of the country during his sway: ‘‘ The revenue gathered 

by Hajjaj did not amount to more than 18 millions Dirhams, and there 

was consequently a diminution of one hundred (and two) millions. This 

was owing to his burning down villages, and to his oppression. More- 

over he was obliged to give advances to the cultivators to the amount 

of two millions, so that only 16 millions reached the public treasury.” 

it seems that the peasantry fled, for under the just Omar II. who 

ruled in A.H. 99, the revenue of the Sawdd suddenly rose to 124 

raillions. 

It is a very unexpected fact that at the time of Ibn Khordadbeh 

not only the limits, but also the names of the districts were in the 

official language precisely the same which had been in use among the 

Sasaénians, nay some of them seem to be even more ancient than the 

S4sénians ; for we neither find a district called Baghdad, nor one called 

Madayin (Ctesiphon). The province in which these two cities lie, is 

called Shdd-Hormuz and the district Kalwadza, from an ancient town 

half way between Baghdad and Madayin. 
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The Sawad is divided into 12 Kur, provinces, and originally it con- 

tained 60 Tasasy], districts, but at the time of Ibn Khordaédbeh only 

forty-eight. The whole province of Holwan, containing five districts, 

was added to Jebel. We have seen that [bn Sad includes in refer- 

ence to the time of Omar I. the revenue of Jebel in that of the 

Sawad. He probably means that of Holwan only, which at the time 

of Omar and of the Omayyids may have belonged to the Sawad. 

The province of the Tigris, containing 4 districts, was given to the 

Government of Bacra; and it is very likely that the crops which it had 

to supply to the State, were destined for the support of the troops 

stationed there. This, however, can only apply to the time of the 

’Abbasides, for in former days they received their supply from Mah- 

Bacra in Persia, which under the Abbasides was placed under another 

Government. One whole district had become a swamp and disappear- 

ed altogether. Two districts (one of them is lower Behqobad) had 

been converted into crown lands after the system of Khordsén. In 

this manner, the Sawad was shortened by 12 districts and reduced to for- 

ty-eight. 

I insert here a detailed account of the revenue of the Sawéd, according 

to Qodama, and also (distinguished by asterisks) one according to Ibn 

Khordadbeh. Ina very few instances I deviate from Barbier de Mey- 

nard’s text, and follow my own copy of the MS. of Oxford. Qodéma 

says of his account, it contains the income as it stands at present. I 

take the mean since the year 184, this being the first year of which 

documents are found in the public offices at Baghdad ; for the earlier re- 

cords were destroyed by fire during the disturbances which took place 

in 183 under Amyn, known under the name of Ibn Zobayda. 

Western side of the Sawdd watered No. of No. of 

by the Tigris and Euphrates. Villages. Barns. Wheat. Barley. Dirhams. 

Anbar and Nahr-Ma’rif, — —118,000(?)6,400 4,000,000 

* Anbar (alone), ... . & 250 2,300 1,400 150,000 

Qotrobbol, ... vee ge ee — 2,000 1,000 3,000,000 

ADItto 1,2 ae . 10 220 2,000 1,000 300 (sic!) 

Maskan, oa dao) pete — 8,000 1,000 150,000 

*Ditto, ... 6 105 3,000 1,000 300,000 

Badiryya, ... saa ig thence — 3,500 1,000 1,000,000 
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No. of. No. of 
Villages. Barns. Wheat. 

*Badtryya, Oe a. m4 

Nahr-Shyr, — 

*Ditto, 10 

Rumayan, -— 

*Ditto, 10 

Kithé, os 

*Ditto, 9 

Darqyt, _ 

*Ditto, s 

Jubara, — 

*Ditto, 10 

The ‘dice: ee Sabie — 

Brito; .C: 12 

Babel and Rien ya, — 

SSPHCEO,  ... Se Bee ING, 

Upper-Falija, oot = 

*Ditto, 15 

Lower-Falija, — 

* Ditto, 6 

The two Canals, — 

*Ditto, 3 

’Ayn-Tamr, — 

* Ditto, 3 

Jenna and Bedat, — 

* Ditto, 8 

Stra and Bursices — 

* Ditto, 10 

Banyama and King’s Canal,... — 

SPrito) ... 22 toh 

Upper and lower Bis, sel ieee a= 

*Tithes of lands belonging to the 

church or charities and from 

lands called Sanyn situated in 

various districts, Peed beets So 

Forat-Badaqla, ... oo 

420 3,500 

1,700 

1,700 

3,300 

3,300 

3,000 

3,000 

2,000 

2,000 

1,590 

1,700 

1,400 

1,400 

3,000 

2,000 

Barley. Dirhams. 

1,000 1,000,000 
1,700 150,000 
1,700 5,000(sic) 

3,300 
3,050 
2.000 
2,000 
2,000 
2,000 

150,000 
350,000 
350,000 
350,000 
200,000 
200,000 

6,000 1,500,000 
6,000 
7,200 
7,200 
5,000 

5, 500 
2,500 

150,000 
250,000 
250,000 
350,000 
350,000 
70,000 
70,000 

280,000 
280,000 
45,000 
45,000 
45,000 
51,000 

150,000 
150,000 
250,000 
100,000 

112,000 
250,000 
150,000 

250,000 
62,000 
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No. of No. of 
Villages. Barns. Wheat. Barley. Dirhams. 

Forat-Badaqla, wae «10° 271) «2,000 25007 90 Rias 

Nilhayn, ... woe oo — 1,000 1,500 140,000 

*Ditto, Bos Sal Mere ter 34 1,000 1,500 140,000 

Rumistén and Hormuzjerd, .... — — 500 500 20,000 

*Ditto, see yeahs einen ams — 500 500 10,000 

Nwster <4 ae rs — 2,200 2,000 300,09) 

*Ditto, oh wee eee) OL AGS 250 D000 ES 

Tghar of Yaqtyn, ... oo — 2,200 2,000 204,800 

*Ditto, sa — — — — 200,840 

At the junction of the ti two rivers. 

The provinces of Kesker : it is said 

the revenue formerly amounted 

to 90000 Dirhams, ... — — 30,000 20,000 270,000 

*Kesker and canal of Gillah, Rig: 

qat and Reyan, the Kheraj and 

all other taxes yield,... ... — — 38,000 20,000 70,000,000 

_ (and rice) 

Nahr Cilla, a oo — 1,000 3,121 59,000 

Eastern side of the one 

Buzurg-Sabur,... — — 2,500 2,200 300,000 

*Ditto, 9 260 2,500 2,200 300,000 

The two Radan, 1s ee — ~©=—o —. 4,800 4,800 120,000 

*Ditto, ~... ae .. 19 862 4,800 1,800 120,000 

Canal of Bug, ... -- — 200 1,000 100,000 

* Ditto, _ — 200 1,000 100,000 

Kalwaédza and Canal of Bae —_ — 1,600 1,500 830,000 

*Ditto, 3 34 1,600 1,500. 830,000 

Jadzer, old town eauced) Ppcolh — — 1,000 1,500 240,000 

“Ditto, no 9 116 1,000. 1,400 250,000 

Galilé and Halil, _ — 1,000 1,000. 100,000 

* Ditto, 5 76. 1,020 1,000 100,000 

Desyn, — — 1,900 1,300 40,000 

* Ditto, ois . A 230 700: 1300 R 405000 

Deskere, PH oie) veel — 1,800 1,400 60,000 

PM tbO, 104 Ban .. ~ 1 4A4(?),..1,000 | 1,000Riex0;000 

* Barley and rice. 
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No. of No. aj? 
Villages. Barns. Wheat. Barley. Dirhams. 

Berdz alrid, ... ere 2 000 5,100 9 120000 
*Ditto, ... Sy .. 6 26(?) 3,000 2,000 120,000 

5 

Bandanjayn, — 600 500 35,000 

*Ditto, eh 54 600 500 100,000 

mine ceree Nakrawan, ... ... 21 380 . — —= = 

Upper Nahrawan, ... eo — 1,700 1,800 58,000 

*Ditto, ade ey SES — 2,700 1,800 350,000 

Middle Nahrawan, SN — 1,000 500 100,000 

SLEO, -.. Hes ve — 1,000 500 100,000 

Lower Nahrawan, Seep eee — 1,000 1,200 150,000 

Baduraéyaé and Baksaya, a — 4,700 5,000 33,000 

*Ditto ditto, ... ccaumeee eat) — 4,700 5,000 830,000 

Rustuqbad, we Bie ye — 1,000 1,400 246,000 

Silsyl and Mahrid, See ae i — 2,000 1,500 150,000 

The Ktira (provinces) of the Tigris 

yielded in A.H. 260 (266?), — — 9,000 4,000 480,000 

Land-tax of the Kura (provinces) 

of the Tigris, — —- — — 8,500,000 

In reference to the Techie of en mentioned in the preceding 

list, Qodéma says, no mention was made of it in the days of the 

Persians, nor was there such an Ighar existing in their times, 

Yaqfyn had claims on the government, and he received as payment 

lands in various districts, subsequently they lapsed to the government, 

and they were called Ighar of Yaqfyn. The canal of Cilla was dug 

by order of Mahdiy in the districts of Wasit, and thereby a good deal 

of waste land was reclaimed. The produce (of the Ighar and of the 

reclaimed land) was destined for prayers and defraying other expenses 

in the two holy places (Makka and Madyna). It is said the arrange- 

ment was made that two-fifths of the crops were to be given up by the 

cultivators for this purpose. This settlement was to last fifty years, 

after the lapse of which a new settlement was to be made. 

Ighdr ()! ) is correctly explained by Barbier de Meynard, 

dict. geogr. de la Perse, p. 65, ‘Il s’ applique & une ville ou & une 

propriété qui, moyennant une certaine somme stipulée une fois pour 

toutes, et payée chaque année directement au soulthan, est exemptée 

de la visite et du contrdle des percepteurs du fisc.” Qodama defines it 
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in the same mannerr da! leldos wt Gro kx! Coesd wl 9% esi 

Lo} Kremt 8 so72 leals cs Boy Yr & eles ol bee are 9 Seri uy 

laa Yt Gyo Kae 3! Sled ass vas 

“ Iehar (protection against danger) means, that a landed tenure is 

exempt from the visits of the collectors and from what is connected 

with them (rapacity and oppression), in consequence of an order of 

the head of the State which fixes a certain annual quit-rent to be 

paid either into the public treasury, or into the treasury for the support 

of a military cantonment.” The principal advantage of an Ighar 

consisted in being free from those harpies, the Omlas. 

The provinces of the Tigris which form the last and largest item, 

may be those which were ceded to the Bacra government, and they 

seem to answer to those enumerated by Barbier de Meynard, p. 133, 

under Nos. V. and VI. 

Some of the figures in the preceding table, taken from the very 

incorrect copy of Qodama, are certainly erroneous, and may be corrected 

by comparing them with those of Ibn Khordadbeh. It must, however, 

be borne in mind that the data reported by the two authors are not in 

all instances the same. At the time of Ibn Khordadbeh, for instance, 

the whole of the revenue of the Tigris provinces seems to have been 

levied in cash, at the time of Qodama partly in cash and partly in 

kind. For us the sum total alone is of some interest, and this is given 

by Qodama, who says, Sic) oye Ras] woe! Capes lyon) l8syl EU 3, 

ws prs AsTOAS? Bry wea SF Vive t srt) Wyo 9 9S tI VEes 
psa 5 khind) wy wy Roll eed) lm 92 4 yaw I] Lloosls wdlsi ye 

Peat nae slsos Weds y phe med id ro cheldyy wrartiawe 9% 9 Uy erties 
e253 xpos) KS x0 Wild 9 (eatrav sae B94 os Wes ere” 9 0 

Rained) yr2 csh® Erste! Er? Eyts bo os ¢ 123) eee? Ps Khan] 6 

pro tiiitay tes 

“The revenue of the Sawad, exclusive the poor rates of Bacra, 

consists of 117,600 Korrs of wheat, 99,721 Korrs of barley, and 

8,095,800 Dirhams of silver. The grain at the mean market price, 

that is to say at the rate of two Korrs, one of wheat and one of bar- 

ley at 60 Dynars, taking one Dynar at the present rate of exchange 

equal to 15 Dirhams, is worth 100,361,850 Dirhams. Adding this sum 

to the cash payments, there results a total of 108,457,650 Dirhams. 

The poor rates of Bagra amount annually to six million Dirhams, the 
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average revenue is therefore (some words unintelligible) 114,457,650 

Dirhams.”’ 

These data enable us to calculate the price of grain at the time of 

Qodama. We convert the 100,361,850 Dirhams into Dynars, by 

dividing the number by 15, and we obtain 6,690,790 Dynars. With 

this money we purchase all the barley, and as many Korrs of wheat 

as there are Korrs of barley. Qur expenditure amounts to 99,721 

60 = 5,983,260 Dynars to spend and 17,879 Korrs of wheat to buy. 

if we divide the former number by the latter, we find that the Korr 

of wheat costs 192 (7. e. 39 Dynars and 10 Kirats), and consequently 

the Korr of barley 203 Dynars. The result cannot be far from the 

truth ; for at the time of Mohammad wheat was at Madyna twice as dear 

as barley (comp. my Leben des Moh., Vol. 3, p. 140), and consequently, 

if one Korr of wheat and one Korr of barley together cost 60 Dynatrs, 

the price of wheat ought to be 40 and that of barley 20 Dynars. 

But there remains much too great a cost in the division than that 

Qodaéma should have neglected it. I therefore propose to read 117,691 

Korrs of wheat instead of 117,600. If we adopt this reading, a Korr of 

wheat cost 39 Dynars and 74 Kirats (20 Kiréts = 1 Dyné4r) and a 

Korr of barley 20 Dyndrs 124 Kirats. A pound of bread (English 

weight) may have cost about 3 farthings. 

In Qodama occurs the following passage regarding the assessment of 

"Omar I. asi oy whys ar whe) rset ol ¢ hws oe) pooled Sls 

Js ushé +93 oy > wh} BS] Goss 9 Kone Soo y9 dlp es esas 

SEMI Mul itl 9 pot JU Lares » IyA0d sled} delay yoley pole Crdym 

ur's=' PAS 192 ool ort ste? S's cs ytd toe pt! So wly 

Qasim b. Sallam asserts that Omar, the son of Khattab, sent 

"Othman b. Honayf of Madyna, and that this Othman measured the 

Sawéd, and found that it contained 36 (sic) millions Jarybs, and he 

imposed upon every Jaryb of land, cultivated or fallow, provided it 

could be irrigated, a tax of one Qafyz and one Dirham. Qéasin 

says, I have heard that this Qafyz was a cubic measure then in use in 

the Sawad, and that it was called Shabirqany. Yahya b. Adam says 

it is identical with the Makhttim of Hajjaj. 
This account differs from that of other authors, who record that 

Omar I. assessed the Sawad as follows :— 

19 
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Hvery Jary bof Barleyn: <c/ .cicssc ssecsbor . 2 Dirhams. 

” ” ” Wheat, se asigeiscias (secure 4 ss 

> »» 9, Vineyards and orchards, 6 si 

5) > | a Dateplantations, .233/.0. ae) y 

The assessnient. of Omar was according to a tradition of Jabir by 

himself called Tasq 4 Freytag considers this term cognate with 

the expression of the Arabic Christians Z'aqs (~®b, and it is perhaps 

also related with gist. No doubt itis derived from the same Greek 

word from which our tax comes. I believe, but am not sure, it was 

a permanent settlement, though owing to the disposition of the rulers 

and to circumstances, changes have taken place. The term éasq is 

applicable only to taxes levied from conquered land. 

It is pretty certain that the land-tax amounted to about one- 

half of the value of the produce. Qodama speaks of the tithes, and 

then he continues @459 wlewlat| Gramm pole rridy boils Symbal lef y 

ay SUS isle ots KQliGl) MS Lve Se bo erm ce Le eine S| ew’ 

oe wy er, Kuo Sf Caen (yo dS) Le! ce oll Sica} sin 

The taxes on conquered land have been fixed in Ley Ipine Laid} 

accordance to the annual produce (of several years) ; consequently 

the tax of a district has been fixed agreeably to justice. In proof 

thereof we may mention that in case it be necessary to convert tasq- 

land into tithe-land, one-fifth of the original tasq of the district is 

taken, because 7 i see («, in the original Wo! means in this case 

the value of the produce.) 

I believe we may safely infer from this passage that in the assess- 

ment of conquered lands, the same rules prevailed as in fixing the 

amount of tithe, with the only difference that one-half instead of one- 

tenth was levied. ‘The general rule was that land which was watered 

without the expense of labour, paid the whole tithe. 

If labour was expended, one-half of the tithe or more was taken.. 

Thus, if land was watered twice by a canal running through it, or if it 

was three times irigated by means of a bucket by which water is 

raised from a canal, the tithe amounted not to ten, but to seven per 

cent., viz. 4 per cent. for the canal and 3 per cent. for the bucket. 

The ’Abbasides changed the system of revenue in the Sawad. 

Qodéma says: Ab& ’Obayd Allah Mo’4wiyya b. ’Abd Allah, the 
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secretary (Katib) of the Khalyf Mahdiy reported on the inconve- 

niences which arose, if the tasq-payers were obliged to pay a fixed 

sum of money, or to supply a certain quantity of grain, and he proposed 

that the taxes should be calculated (annually) by the Jaryb, as there 

was no telling whether the prices would sink or rise* In the one 

case the cultivator, in the other the government were in the disadvan- 

tage. The best thing, he thought, would be to introduce the same 

rule which the prophet adopted with regard to Khanghar : he left to 

the inhabitants the land under the condition that they were to give up 

to him one-half of the produce (as much the cultivators ought to 

give up from irrigated land) ; but if the labour of irrigation was very 

hard, they ought to give up only one-fourth ; and if it was less hard, 

one-third. The choice was to be left to the farmers to give up as 

much straw* to government as was due to it (v. e. $ or for 4 accord- 

ing to circumstances), or to sell it and pay the tax according to the 

market price of grain. In fixing the amount of revenue on vineyards, 

trees of every description, vegetables and every kind of produce, 

agreeably to the dictates of justice, the nett price which would be 

realized by the sale was to be calculated, taking into consideration 

what distance the land was from the market or harbour, and how 

great the expense and loss of time would be for bringing it there. 

After all these deductions one-half was to be charged as revenue. 

This system of revenue, which was eventually introduced, and by 

which the above detailed statements of Ibn Khordédbeh and Qodama 

are to be explained, is called Moqdsima, a term which is used up to 

this day in India very nearly in the same signification as it was used 

at the time of our author: “ partition of the actual crop between the 

cultivator and the State, either in kind or in value.” 

Certain it is that one-half of the produce was taken from the 

cultivators by the ’Abbasides; but it is not certain whether; ’Omar 

made so high a settlement as to deprive the farmers of the value of 

one-half, and whether the above passage of Qodéma is applicable to 

the time previous to the. Abbaside dynasty. But we may safely 

assume that even at the time of Omar I. the revenue amounted to 

two-fifths. Now if a Jaryb of wheat paid 4 Dirhams to Government, 

the value of the whole produce of a Jaryb could not be more than 

* Tn the original gy) 
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10 Dirhams. This does not square either with the prices of grain in 

those days, nor with the size of the Jaryb which I have found. There 

must be something’ wrong in my calculations, and § therefore would 

call the attention of men in India, who take an interest im such 

matters, to the subject. ‘'Fhey have means of ascertaining facts con- 

nected with revenue and agriculture, which are wanting in Hurope. 

I now insert a statement of the revenue of the other provinces of 

the empire of the Khalyfs, according to Qodéma.* He usually gives 

the numbers and names of the districts into which every province 

was divided for the sake of administration, and states the totals of the 

revenue. As the MS. is very incorrect, I omit the names of districts 

and confine myself to the provinces : 

Dirhams. 

BMT WAZAY vesicle seiesteinsisia. ab bea slaebials amuctn das oeaicetatetle seek 18,000,000 

INATIBS Cov icawsele ciettcesc cece ce csnuieusts cuaac cs tre secmree een OM OOIER 

WWermann.. Giaccone soso a viaceis seas sumer aitcn coe « 6,000,000 

Mekran, the Moqatea amounted, ...............008 1,000,000 

AspAan sw sect se. cnoecteacrorecdmeetadececeis: . 10,500,000 

Sijistan, the Trtite 1 revenue, seordine to agree- 

ment,amounted to, 2+ s..csvecser ae eans cisco) LLOOO008 

60,500,000. 

Khoraséa. If Iunderstand right, thisimmense 

province was leased to Abd Allah b. Zéhir, that 

is to say, he received the whole revenue, defray- 

ed the expenses of administration, and kept the 

surplus after having sent the tax to the treasury 

of the Khalyf in cash including the value of a cer- 

tain number of horses and slavesfurnished tohim, 38,000,006 

Moh-Kuta,@.:¢. Daymawaniier,..00-20-sscceaonaceee 1,000,000 

Méhb-Bacra;.7. e, Nohawands ser../c0. e's sere eiinetsceoes 800,000 

Bama dans: oic see oo teoenceinn MNS eso 0 at st races 1,700,000 

Masitb7an, iiss onssronpe resorts bos a beers orenehvon 1,100,000 

Mahrjan-Qazaq, ...... Pangan peeehinetnldrelemependuters 1,200,000 

Qomm and Ooshan,,,.ccssecg cee vavescreeer anaes 3,000,000 

* Which may be compared with that of Ibn Khordédbeh, 
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Azerbyjan, Ardebyl, Marand, Gc., .......sseeeee 4,500,000 

LTV a ARRRRRY RR, ie ge Penne aera ce saageeaa vies 20,000,000 

Wiroaya yaks MA GENS 20 Fats oisescciacoiecwoveesesaeccses 2,628,000 

= SHES Eke SRE SSBB ReneepeconenornncHtioneaer 1,105,000 

aKa, | socnners So seeeneeee 1 2, 000,000 

Taberistén and ‘Amol j in ie HL 234, rien .o+0+«200,163,070 (2) 

Tikryt, Sonn and Bawézij (on the Tigris), ...... 700,000 

Mosil pays into the treasury of the Khalyf, ... 2,750,000 

But the revenue of Mosul amounts to,............. 6,800,000 

Jazyra Ibn ’Omar (close by ae Beialislasie’s ec 4,635,000 

3377) aaa ao chee Seon LOO.OO0 

Tardin in eee ‘ae Mogate’ a cine to, 100,000 

Armenia, the Intifa’ revenue amounts to, ...... 400,000 

Diyar Momiur (northern Mesopotadha), ......... 6,000,000 

Taryq Forat (west bank of Euphrates), ......... 2,700,000 

17,935,000 

Dynars. 

Milenyo and Oinnesryn,s.iiiiesseciaes viens veoesc iss 360,000 

MAg NIC Mer eed A. SAO CIEE «bat teasers Sones oaaet es . 118,000 

Damascus, ........ pisces. b tieis este cls Poteet tate 110,000 

PROC UME cep Re. Secs OFS saci’. ia) een aaae oiisie wat e's 195,000 

Egypt and the coast of the Mediterranean as 

RADE ASUERRECP RA 5 Neacrn ck tae C dN Lice otvalivee soe 2,500,000 

Haramayn, 2. e. Northern Arabia, ..........0.6- » 100,000 

pourerm Arabia (Yaman); 20. .0.iicssnsdesseeves 600,000 

EY ANCE AM MER PAREN 2G inc, auc sie dnl sae cleaie debs ood ves 510,000 

GOES Wee eee che gcd ve snucenedesecseaseateeses 300,000 

The author concludes : ‘‘ These are the provinces, as we have enumer- 

ated them, and this is the amount of revenue which they yield. We 

stated the average; sometimes it is in some places larger, sometimes 

less. We pay no attention to these fluctuations, they are due to the 

want of good administration. The reader will find that the whole 

revenue which we have enumerated amounts to about 4,920,000 Dy- 

nars, which make, at the present rate of exchange, the Dynar at 15 

Dirhams, 73,800,000 Dirhams.” 
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This sum represents 68,347 Roman pounds of gold, and does not 

amount to much more than two millions sterling, but thisis only the 

revenue of the western provinces where the Dynar was the currency. 

It is true, if we cast up the above items, we obtain a sum which falls 

short by 127,000 Dynars of the sum stated by Qodama. This, how- 

ever, is evidently owing to an omission or a mistake in the text. 

Ti we omit in the item Tabaristan, the two hundred millions as 

being evidently too large, the revenue of the eastern provinces includ- 

ing the Sawad amounts to 223,487,320 Dirhams, or 2,171,404. Roman 

pounds of pure silver, or about 162 millions of francs. The income 

of the whole empire, as it was at the time of Qodama, did not there- 

fore amount quite to 84 million pounds sterling. But we must 

recollect that a great proportion of it was the nett income, after all 

expenses of administration had been defrayed, and may be considered 

as the civil list of the Khalyf. 

The study of the finances of the glorious Khalyfs would be edifying 

for discontented Musulmans in India. The Khalyfs, like Indian princes, 

squandered away the money in debauchery, ground down the people 

to the dust, surrounded themselves with Tartar mercenaries, who soon 

became a pretorian guard, full of insolence and insubordination. These 

deposed or put to death the Khalyf at pleasure, and. no longer content 

with putting on the screw as tightly as possible, they plundered the 

provinces; and now those countries are so completely depopulated, 

that many a district, which at the time of Qodama yielded a revenue 

of more than a million of Dirhams, cannot pay as many cowries. 

There is much good in the Islam and in the Musulmans, but 

they have a great deal to learn, before they will be able to administer 

their own affairs. 
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